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SVEN HT-210 Speakers, 125 W Bluetooth (Black)
Forget  standard  sound  systems  and  experience  a  cinematic  atmosphere  in  the  comfort  of  your  own  home  with  the  SVEN  HT-210
speakers.  Offering  a  total  output  power  of  125  watts,  including  an  impressive  50-watt  subwoofer  and  75-watt  satellites,  the  set
guarantees a  realistic  and rich sound experience.  Thanks to  a  special  conversion of  the stereo signal  to  5.1,  even ordinary movies  or
music gain a new spatial depth. Ideal for movie buffs, gamers and music enthusiasts, the SVEN HT-210 speakers will immerse you in a
world of sound so deep that you will forget about the reality around you.
 
An audiovisual feast in your home
The sound quality offered by SVEN HT-210 exceeds the expectations of even the most demanding audiophiles. The carefully designed
satellites provide crystal clear and detailed high-frequency reproduction, and together with the powerful subwoofer with deep bass, allow
you to experience the full spectrum of sound. Every sound is faithfully reproduced, providing the listener with an acoustic experience of
the highest level. Combined with advanced signal conversion technology, the SVEN HT-210 offers incredibly rich and realistic surround
sound that brings the cinema experience right into your home.
 
Full wireless freedom
Enjoy the freedom of playing music from a variety of sources. Thanks to Bluetooth, you can easily stream music from your smartphone or
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tablet.  In  addition,  the HT-210 is  equipped with FM radio and supports  playback from USB flash drives and SD cards.  This  system will
become your multimedia entertainment center, allowing you to access your favorite playlists, podcasts or radio stations at any time.
 
Convenient operation
Offering both aesthetics and functionality,  the SVEN HT-210 speakers feature a VFD display that informs you of the currently selected
audio source or radio station. Remote control adds another level of convenience, allowing you to operate the system from anywhere in
the room. Now you can switch modes and adjust the volume without getting up from the couch.
 
Mounting versatility and solid quality
It doesn't matter if you have a lot of space or not - the SVEN HT-210 speakers can be mounted either on the wall or placed on the floor.
Made of durable MDF wood, they not only offer exceptional sound quality, but also make an elegant addition to any interior. The black
color and slim design will make these speakers fit easily into any decor.
 
Enjoy the best quality
With digital optical and coaxial inputs, connecting the SVEN HT-210 system to your TV or other device is child's play. As a result, you get
an undistorted, high-quality audio signal without unnecessary cables and fuss. SVEN HT-210 is an investment in the ultimate audiovisual
experience that you will treasure for years to come.
 
Set contents
Subwoofer x 1
Satellites x 5
Remote control (RC) x 1
FM antenna x 1
Audio cables x 5
Optical cable x 1
2RCA to mini-jack (Ø 3.5 mm) cable x 3
Kit for mounting satellites on the wall x 6
Documentation set x 1
	Manufacturer
	Sven
	Model 
	HT-210
	Manufacturer code
	SV-014124
	Total output power (RMS)
	125 W 
	Subwoofer output power (RMS)
	50 W
	Output power of satellites (RMS)
	75 W (5 × 15)
	Tuner frequency range
	87.0 - 108.0 MHz
	Frequency range
	Subwoofer: 40 - 200 Hz ; satellites: 200 - 20,000 Hz 
	Subwoofer speaker dimensions
	Ø 176 mm
	Dimensions of satellite speakers
	 Ø 80 + Ø 37 mm
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	Remote control
	Yes
	Magnetic shielding 
	Yes
	Tuner 
	FM
	Housing material 
	wood (MDF)
	Dimensions (W × H × D) (subwoofer)
	198 × 345 × 300 mm
	Dimensions (width × height × depth) (satellite speakers)
	Center speaker: 282 × 120 × 105 mm ; satellite speakers: 120 × 216 × 103 mm
	Weight
	12.4 kg
	Color 
	black

Price:

€ 186.00

Audio, Bluetooth speakers
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